
HINGSTON DOWN and HARROWBARROW 

Following the hottest early Bank Holiday since records began 40years ago, the weather today was 

much more pleasant for walking in and after completely taking over the small car park at Hingston 

Down and even some of the road outside, it was time to set off. This was another new walk and 

according to Maggie she now has about 90 different routes to choose from when compiling the 

quarterly programmes; everyone has their favourites of course but there is an excellent variety. 

I think most people prefer to walk off road but it’s not always possible to do this throughout the 

entire walk and today was a mix of roads, footpaths and heathland starting with a longish tarmacked 

section down the hill and on the path alongside the main road. As everyone walked in a westerly 

direction some must have been wondering where we were heading but at least they had time to 

glance south at the views towards Plymouth sprawled out beneath an overcast sky while just beyond 

the hedge, they could have a closer look at that crop of holiday homes as they passed by, something 

they can’t always do whilst driving. When the path came to an abrupt end we carefully crossed the 

road and walked on the path over that side with Julie acting as our back marker this week. 

Suddenly, Maggie led us through a kissing gate on our right and into an area of 

heathland known as ‘The Pleasure Piece’ where most of us stood to read this board at 

the entrance and another board further on which detailed what we could see in the 

distance. For many it was their first visit to this nature reserve but I know it well as it 

lies on my doorstep and I often 

walk up here. For now the 

heathers look a bit sad but they 

come into their own around 

August-September time, there 

were however, a few unfurling 

ferns and some Bluebells to 

appreciate today. 

This small area of high heath is maintained by 

Calstock Parish Council and it was obvious that 

work had taken place here recently; many of the 

invasive gorse bushes that once dominated the 

site have been reduced in size. Although 

Stonechats and Linnets do well here, the plan is 

to attract the Dartford Warbler too; these rare 



birds are more abundant in Devon than in Cornwall where they are dependent on mature dry 

heathers and gorse that is in good condition so there is no reason why they shouldn’t succeed here 

too. Butterflies too like this kind of habitat and I know from experience that the Marbled White 

butterfly already does well here because at certain times of year there are so many caterpillars on 

the ground, you have to watch where you tread; these pale green caterpillars are easy to recognise 

as they taper in shape at one end with a buff coloured head at the other. 

After leaving this area of heathland it was time to return to the other side of the main road and walk 

the length of a footpath to upper 

Harrowbarrow which is known locally 

as Mount Pleasant, at the far end we 

had a coffee stop beside some farm 

buildings. A leafy lane came next with 

the young, green leaves simply 

glowing at this time of year and bird-

song filling the air as we ambled along. 

At the small cross-roads at Honicombe 

everyone followed Maggie onwards 

before turning left to ascend another 

footpath which came out beside the 

Rifle Volunteer pub in St Ann’s Chapel. 

It was so shady on this path that very 

little grew on the moss-covered walls 

on either side of us; just a few ferns and scabby-looking lichens. This was a very old footpath that 

would have been used by miners and those working at Hingston Down quarry in days gone by. 

By the time we had crossed the main road for the 

fourth time today and began our uphill climb via 

Old Mine Lane, I think everyone recognised where 

we were heading as we sometimes come down 

this way on other walks. After a short pause we 

turned right to continue along the paths that 

weave their way through this heathland but as the 

sky was darkening and one or two spots of rain 

had already been felt, we all quickened our pace. 

Hingston Down stretches as far as Kit Hill, taking in 

the Pleasure Piece, Sevenstones and much of the 

farmland in between, but it’s not all accessible 

to the public. We are very fortunate to have so 

many paths and tracks in the Tamar Valley that 

we can explore, it’s a wonderful place to call 

home or even just to visit. 



 

 

 

 

 


